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The local value of the magnetic field B( r) inside the plasma in magnetic fusion experiments is a
quantity of considerable interest. Given information about plasma density and temperature it can
be used to calculate the poloidal magnetic field, or given a zero current device (or the current
profile) the local value of beta. The time history B( r,t) can be used to infer the level of magnetic
fluctuations in the plasma. The poloidal magnetic field and the level of magnetic fluctuations are
particularly interesting quantities, since they are difficult to measure, and are both important for
understanding particle and energy transport in magnetic fusion experiments. In fact, to date, no
measurement ofthe local value of the total magnetic field or its time variation has been made in a
high temperature plasma. Previous measurements have been confined to relatively cold plasmas
where probes could be used, or have inadequate resolution to distinguish the value of the field with
plasma present from its vacuum value. It has been recently suggested that crossed-sightline
correlation of electron-cyclotron emission might be used to infer B (r~ ,t) at the crossing point r x
in the plasma of the two sightlines. The equations and techniques necessary to simulate this
proposed diagnostic are developed below, and the results of a numerical simulation of the
diagnostic resolution for both TEXT and CIT are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
It has been suggested that crossed-sightline correlation of
electron cyclotron emission (EeE) might be used to experimentally measure the absolute value of the local magnetic
field and its time variation in a tokamak plasma. I The basic
idea is to time correlate the BCE received by two antennas
having sightlines which cross in the plasma (see Fig. 1) to
obtain the cross-correlation function. This function will represent the ECE near the crossing volume of the two sightlines (for short correlation lengths). By resolving the line
center (in frequency space) of this correlated emission and
following it in time (at frequencies less than liT, where Tis
the correlation time), the total magnetic field B(t) can be
measured since the local value of the cyclotron frequency UJb
is given by
U)b

= qB(t)/m.,

(1)

where q is the electron charge, and me is the electron mass.
References 1 and 2 provide a more detailed discussion of the
theory and conceptual design of this diagnostic.
The sightlines can be scanned so that a magnetic field
profile over a portion ofthe minor radius can be constructed.
If the density and temperature are known, then the poloidal
magnetic field can be calculated over this region. In zero
current devices, the measurement is a direct measurement of
{3, or if the current profile is known or estimated, (J can be
calculated. If multiple sightlines are used, then a magnetic
field profile, and therefore poloidal field or f:J profiles, across
the minor radius can be constructed without scanning.
We have developed a numerical routine which simulates
the correlated signal from the crossed-sightline diagnostic
and then determines the error in the magnetic field inferred
from the simulated data. To obtain this simulated data, the
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uncertainties in the cross-correlation function are estimated
and then used by a Monte Carlo routine to randomize the
expected cross-correlation function. A nonlinear curve-fitting routine} is used to fit a function to the randomized data
so that the error in the line center due to the expected experimental errors can be calculated.
This numerical routine has been used to perform magnetic fluctuation and absolute magnetic field strength IBI
measurement simulations for TEXT (Texas Tokamak, University of Texas at Austin) and CIT (the proposed Compact
Ignition Tokamak). We believe the results of these simulations show that the proposed diagnostic will be able to measure perpendicular magnetic fluctuations with an error of
the order of 4% of the toroidal magnetic field and measure
the absolute magnetic field strength with an error of the order of 0.1 %. The error in measurement of parallel magnetic
fluctuations will also be about 0.1 % of the toroidal magnetic
field, the same order as the error in the absolute magnetic
field. This will be discussed further in Sec. IV B.
A second numerical simulation has been developed to
determine the uncertainty in inferring the poloidal magnetic
field from the IBI measurement. In this simulation, the uncertainty in the poloidal magnetic field is calculated from the
contributing field terms and their uncertainties. Results of
this simulation indicate that the poloidal magnetic field can
be inferred from the jBI measurement for rla>O.2 with an
uncertainty of less than 10.0% under many conditions. Inferring the poloidal magnetic field from the :B I measurement is discussed in more detail in Sec. IV C.

II. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Figures 1 and 2 show the conceptual design ofthe diagnostic. 2 The design of a single sightline in this diagnostic is
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very similar to the design of the EeE diagnostic on ATF,4
The received signal at each antenna will be bandpass filtered
into passbands D(j)i about frequency illi at time t and fed into
microwave detectors. Let the signals out of these detectors
due to emission along each sightline be described by 11 «(j)i ,t)
and 12 (Wi'!) for antennas I and 2, respectively, where Wi is
the center frequency of the ith channel of the detector array.
For a turbulent plasma, signals I I and 12 will have a steadystate part II, 12 and a fluctuating part i1 , [2' in which case

It (rili) + i l (Wi'!)

II (Wi'!) =

(2)

X(jl (wi,Sj,t)}z(OJOS2

,t»,

(11)

where rx is the spatial crossing point of the two sightlines,
and the time operator has been passed through the two spatial integrals. It can be seen from the above equation that as
the correlation length becomes sman, the cross-correlation
ofjl andj2 comes only from the crossing volume of the two
antenna sightlines.

m.

and
(3)

The steady-state parts of I
values,
- (CUi) = -1
II

T

iT

1

and 12 are given by their mean
i2

where T is the averaging time. Note that II and 12 can be
electronically high-pass filtered to remove I j and 12 , or this
can be done in software.
The equal time correlation function is defined as 5
T

r

lim ~
i/{t)ik(t)dt,
(6)
/.'" T Jo
where Rlk is precisely the cross-correlation function if i! and
i k have mean values of zero, and again Tis the averaging or
correlation time. The autocorrelation function is defined as
the special case when 1 = k. For the crossed sigh tlines of this
diagnostic, the equal time cross-correlation function is estimated by

=

R12 (w;,t)

=.l.
T

f

aiz = (RIJR n + R i2 )/(2b./'T) ,

c==~2/Ri2

=

(l +PI-/)/(2!ifT),

(13)

where
(14)

is the cross-correlation coefficient. Equation (13) can be rewritten as
(15)

where N is the number of data points used in calculating
R 12 «((Ii,t) [see Bendat and Piersol5 for the derivation ofEq.

i 1 (O)i,t

+ r)i

2

«(j)i,t

The signals i l and

-+ r)dr

1'/2

where < ) is defined as the equal time correlation function
operator, and T is a finite period.
Ifjl andjz are defined as the local values of the fluctuating part of the emission at positions s 1 and S2 along the two
sightlines; that is,

ij (w,A ,t) = di J Ids l

(8)

and

(9)

where Sl and S2 represent respective positions on the two
sightIines, then Eq. (7) can be written as

can be written as

(16)

i 2 ({v,t) =s({U,t) +n((i),t),

(17)

and
where s((v,t) is the correlated emission, and m(w,t) and
n (w,t) are uncorrelated emission (noise fOf our purposes) .
Ifit is assumed that s(w,t), m(w,t), and n (w,t) are mutually
un correlated, then the cross· and auto-correlation functions
can be written as
RI2
R II

= di2 /ds 2 ,

i2

+ m(w,t)

il (w,t) = s(w,t)
(7)

i2 (W;.S2,t)

(12)

where Tis the correlation time of i l and i2 in Eq, (7), 0"12 is
the variance, b./is the effective bandwidth, and Rij (Wi ,f) has
been previously defined, For convenience we will often shorten Rij (Wi ,t) to Rij' The requirement that b.j'l':;i!5 is used in
obtaining this equation.
The uncertainty in R 12 (Wi,t) is estimated from (also
from Ref. 5)

(15) ].

T/l

-

The variance of the cross-correlation function of i l and
for identical bandwidths, b.f, is 5

(4)

11 (o)ot)dt

0

(5)

Rlk

UNCERTAINTY IN THE CROSSaCORRELATION
FUNCTION

R22

= Rss == (S2),
= R" + R",m =0:: (.,z) + (m 2 },
2
= R,,, + R n " == <"z) + (n ),

(18)
(19)

(20)

where
(21)

(22)
By definition, in regions of a turbulent plasma that are separated by more than a correlation length Ie' the time-correlation (cross-correlation) function rapidly goes to zero, in
which case R 12 can be written as
673
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(23)
For this diagnostic where the two crossed sightlines are arElectron cyclotron emission
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ranged symmetrically about the tokamak midplane, (m 2 )
and (n 2 > are probably due to equivalent physical phenomena. In this case, they can be treated as equivalent but uncorrelated noise sources, i.e., (n 2 ) = (m 2 ). Substituting these
relations into the equation for the cross-correlation coefficient produces the desired result,

Bp is the field due to the force-free plasma currents, and Bd is
the plasma diamagnetic contribution. Then IBi can be written as

(24)

where Bt/Jp and Bo are the toroidal and poloidal fields, respectively, produced by the force-free plasma current. This
equation reduces to

IV. POSSIBLE MEASUREMENTS

The cross-correlation function R 12 can be used to infer
several different plasma parameters. From the center frequencyofR 12 (w,!), the absolute magnetic field strength IBI
at the crossing volume of the two sight lines can be calculated, and from IBi, the poloidal magnetic field can be inferred.
By following the peak of R 12 (N,t) in frequency space, fluctuations in iBI can be measured. The correlation length for
fluctuations at the crossing volume can be inferred from the
width in frequency space of R 12 (w,t). Finally, at optically
thick harmonics, temperature fluctuations can be inferred
from the amplitude of R 12, or at optically thin harmonics a
summation of temperature and density fluctuations can be
obtained. This assumes that magnetic fluctuations are small
compared to temperature and density fluctuations. Below
we discuss only magnetic fluctuation measurements, and poloidal magnetic field measurements inferred from IB I.

B. Magnetic fluctuations
Consider the fonowing equation for IB I (Ref. 6):
IBI = (B'B) 112.

(25)

UsingB = Bo + Bi + HII in the above equation, whereB o is
the magnetic field including the plasma current and diamagnetic contributions, and Bl and B" arc the fluctuations perpendicular and paraliel to B 0' gives
I,

=

2

-

-

2

-

2

(8 0 +2B 11 Bo +BiI +B 1 )

1/2
•

(26)

Now factoring out B 0 and expanding the expression {for B Ii
and Bl much less than B (J ) leads to

IBI =Bo[l

+ (Bif/Bo) + 1I2(B!/Bo)2],

(27)

where only the lowest order terms in Jj II and Bl have been
retained. Examining the last equation leads to the conclusion
that parallel fluctuations in B 0 are reflected linearly as fluctuations in iB I, but that small perpendicular fluctuations are
down by 'iCBjB o ) from the linear response. For instance,
for a 1% perpendicular fluctuation, the change in IBI would
be only 0.005%. This is unfortunate since it is thought that
the magnetic fluctuations which might lead to enhanced
transport will be perpendicular. Nevertheless, the diagnostic
will have the capability of measuring any parallel fluctuations with the same resolution as its resolution in Illl, and
will be able to infer the correlation length of fluctuations in
the plasma.

C. Poloidal magnetic field
B

=

674

+ B;p + B~ + B~ + 2B"B,pp

iBi = [B~(l-f3)

A. Overview

,
iBI

IBI = (B~

Again consider Eg. (25) for IBI, but now use
B" + Bp + B d , where Bl' is the toroidal vacuum field,
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 61, No.2, February 1990

+ B;p + B ~ + 2B"B¢p (1 -

/3 12) ]'12

(29)

by using the toroidal equilibrium equation:

(30)
withB; = Bt'B, and B,
tion for /3,

= B" + Bd todefineB". The equa(31)

is used to eliminate the plasma pressure p from Eq. (30).
Equation (29) can then be solved to obtain an expression for Be 2,

B71 = [IBI2-B~(1-(3) - B~p
- 2B"Bq,p(1-(312)].

(32)

Since IBI is known from the diagnostic measurements, Bv is
known from field measurements, (3 is obtainable from other
diagnostics, and B <PI' can be estimated or calculated using an
MHD equilibrium code, the value of Bo at the sightline
crossing point can be determined.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF IBI MEASUREMENT

A. Overview
The purpose of simulating the data is to investigate the
potential error in the measurement, and under what conditions this error becomes too large for magnetic field measurements to be possible. Time varying magnetic field measurements are made by following the line center of the EeE
correlation function R 12 (w; ,t) plotted versus frequency as it
fluctuates in time. Thus to make a magnetic field measurement, we must know the center frequency of the correlation
function R 12 (O);,t) very accurately relative to its width.
Our numerical simulation assumes that R 12 (Wi ,t) has a
Gaussian line shape in frequency (w;) space. The specified
plasma and diagnostic conditions are used to calculate the
width /)rue in frequency space of R 12 (Wi ,r). In addition the
uncertainty U l2i at each Wi of R 12 (Wi,t) is calculated. The
projected uncertainty Ul2i in each point R 12 (oJ; ,t) is used in
a Monte Carlo routine to randomize the calculated values of
R I l (wi,f). This simulates the expected experimental variation in R 12 (W; ,t). A nonlinear curve-fitting routine then
fits a Gaussian distribution to the randomized data and determines the line center. This is repeated for many sets of
randomized data. The standard deviation is then obtained
from the set of calculated means and the actual line center
(true mean). For plotting purposes, we have divided the
standard deviation by the true line center to obtain the expected fractional error in the experimental line center.
Electron cyclotron emission
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80 Expected line shape

c. Estimating the correlation noise

The expected line shape of the cross-correlation function R 12 (wi,t) versus frequency 0) i is difficult to calculate as
it depends on the natural spatial line width (Ins) of the EeE,
the correlation length (Ie ) and correlation function shape in
the plasma, the crossing length of the two antenna sightlines
(lx ), and the wavelength of the magnetic fluctuation being
measured (for magnetic fluctuation measurements). It is
quite probable that the cross-correlation function will have a
Gaussian distribution. This statement is supported by the
central limit theorem,s which asserts that the Gaussian distribution will result quite generally from the sum of a large
number of independent random variables acting together.
Assuming the turbulent modes in the plasma are independent, the Gaussian shape follows.
For the numerical simulation, it is assumed that the
crossed sightlines will be arranged perpendicular to the magnetic field so that the naturallinewidth will be due to relativistic broadening of the emission. In general, the requirement
of perpendicularity is relaxed to requiring that the Doppler
broadening be less than the relativistic broadening. This allows for some deviation from true perpendicularity of the
sightlines to the magnetic field. The naturallinewidth &JJ n
(full width at half maximum) due to relativistic broadening
is given by7

The next step in the simulation is to estimate the uncertainty in each value of R 12 (wi,t) using Eq. (15),

8wnlsOJ b

= cs(u,e!c)\

(33)

where OJb is the fundamental cyclotron frequency, and V te is
the electron thermal velocity [but is defined as
V te = (Tim) 112 rather than the more standard (2Tlm) 1/2].
Here s is the harmonic number, and c, is a constant which
changes with harmonic number, e.g., for s = 3, Cs = 4.8.
To calculate the variance in frequency space of
R 12 (wi,t), it is assumed that the two dominant factors are
the correlation length and the naturallinewidth. If the natural EeE linewidth in frequency space is considered as its
equivalent spatiallinewidth,
I . =~
m
VB

OWn
StUb

(~)2

=Rc
S

c

(34)

'

(37)
where the subscript i indicates that (T12 is calculated at the
center frequency of the ith channel.
The cross-correlation coefficient P12i is calculated using
Eg. (24). To do this, we must estimate the sources of the
noise (n 2 ). The uncorrelated signal (noise) can be divided
into two categories: noise produced in the plasma and noise
produced in the microwave hardware. lfwe approximate the
hardware noise as 1 eV black body emission, g our EeE power calculations for TEXT show the hardware noise to be
down by at least two orders of magnitude relative to the
signal, and we find that plasma noise dominates.
The remaining noise can be divided into three sources:
the quantum or photon noise at the detectors, the uncorrelated signal incident on the antenna due to reflections off the
vacuum vessel, and uncorrelated emission along the sightline.
Radiometer theory 9 has shown that for thermal emission, the statistical fluctuation about the average signal value
is given by

(38)
where nq is the quantum noise, S1' is the total average received signal, OW; is the bandwidth of the channel (previously defined), and r is the microwave crystal detector integration time. It is assumed that the statistical fluctuations are
incoherent. The Appendix discusses the possible coherence
of the statistical fluctuations of thermal cyclotron emission
and the effect of this coherence on a crossed sightline diagnostic. The total average received signal is defined as the dc
signal plus vacuum vessel reflections. This can be written as

Sr

=

1+ QI( 1 -

(39)

70,

where I is as before, Q is the cavity resonance term for the
vacuum vessel, and r; is the viewing dump efficiency (absorption coefficient). The vacuum vessel cavity resonance is
defined as

then the variance is approximated by

(40)
(35)

where 8(JJ c is the width in frequency space of the cross-correlation function R 12 (w"t), Wo is the cyclotron harmonic frequency under consideration at the crossing point of the two
sightlines [line center of R 12 (OJ i ,f) ], and R is the tokamak
major radius at the crossing point of the two sightlines. Note
that this defines the correlation function in frequency space,
R 12 (OJ j ,t) =R I2 (OJ O )exp {-

~

[(M j -WO)/OlJJ c ]2},

where Rw is the wall reflectivity of the vacuum vessel.
To calculate the correlation coefficient P12i' the noise
terms must be normalized to the correlated signal s((Uj ,I)
[see Eq. (24)]. Thus the normalized quantum noise can be
written as
flq

_

s({uj,t) -

1 + Q( 1 A

7J}

Jr6(;),721i '
t

(41)

where Af is the emission fluctuation fraction due to correlated fluctuations in density, temperature, or magnetic field
and is defined as

(36)
where OJ i is the center frequency of the ith channel, and the
time dependence of Wo has been suppressed. Once ou)" and
Wo are calculated, a continuous Gaussian distribution for
R 12 (Wi ,t) is defined.
675
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TRUE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION

and A(o is defined as the emission fluctuation fraction at the
line center 0)0' The second equality above fonows by using
Eq, (36) in Eq. (21) and approximating S2 (t) = (S2).
Radiation at the same frequency as the line center of the
correlation function will be emitted at many points in the
plasma besides the crossing volume. This radiation must be
prevented from being coHected by the diagnostic system.
The beamlike pattern of the antenna will allow only emission
along the sightline to be collected; however, radiation can be
reflected from the vacuum vessel into the antenna sightline.
This reflection noise is minimized by using a viewing dump
to absorb the incident radiation. Due to incomplete absorption by the viewing dump, the normalized reflection noise is
given by
nvd

- - = Q(1
s(w;,t)

[nIlC(wi,t)<;s(U);,t)],

(43)

where Q, 7/, sand i have already been defined, nvd is the
"viewing dump noise," and we realize that the dc component
of the reflection is filtered out either electronically or digitally.
When the naturallinewidth I,IS of the ECE in the crossing volume of the two sightlines is greater than the correlation length lc of the emission, some emission at the frequency
of the cross-correlation function will not survive the correlation analysis. This noncorrelatable emission normalized to
the correlated signal is estimated as
-nne
-=
S(Wi,t)

(

Ins., ) exp ( -1
1 +l"
4

(Wi - WO)2] -1,
OUl e

(44)

where an quantities have been previously defined.
Since each noise source has been defined above in normalized form, the cross-correlation coefficient can now be
obtained from Eq. (24) as

=

(l

+ (n

2

)/(s2»-1

_( 1 <nz)

- \

+ (j) +

= ( 1 + ( nsq

<n~d)
(S2)

+

148

150

r r
+ C.~d

FIG. 3, Typical predicted cross-correlation function vs frequency obtained
from the cross-correlation analysis of the ECE emission along the crossed
sight!ines, The error bars located at the center frequency of each channel
show the estimated uncertainty ( ± 10-) for this simulation,

domized data are shown in Fig. 4. A nonlinear curve-fitting
routine is then used to calculate the line center Wj of this
randomized data. Figure 5 shows a plot of the true crosscorrelation function R 12 (Wi ,f) and the function fitted to the
randomized data. The distance between the line centers of
these two functions is the error CT,u in the line center Wo.
The randomization procedure is repeated n times (typically n = 100) for each set of plasma parameters. The predicted error in measurement a c , of the line center Wo is then
calculated using
1

n

a:J = - I

Cwo -wj

,
)-

(46)

n j~ I
where au; is the standard deviation in the fitted line center,

<n~L»)-1
(?)

+ (n;c

y)

TRUE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION VS. RANDOMIZED
1

(45)

where the third equality follows since in each case n = cs,
where c is a constant in time, so that (n 2 ) = (c 2 S2 > and c 2
can be passed through the < >operator.

D. Error analysis
The cross-correlation coefficient PI2i in each channel is
now converted into the estimated error (standard deviation
a l2i ) of the cross-correlation function R l2i (Wi>t) using Eq.
( 15). Figure 3 shows a plot of the cross-correlation function
R 12 (OJ,.,f) VS Wi' within error bars, obtained using Eq. (36)
and Eq. (37). It is assumed that the uncertainty (error) in
R 12 (Wfjt) at each Wi is described by a Gaussian distribution
with variance di21' A Monte Carlo routine uses the estimated
standard deviation <7J2i to randomize the predicted crosscorrelation function R 12 (W,.,t). A plot of the predicted
cross-corrclation function R 12 (wi,t) and a typical set of ran676
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FIG. 4, The predicted cross-correlation function and randomized data vs
frequency. The randomized data are obtained using a Monte Carlo routine
and the predicted uncertainty in the cross-correlation function,
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TRUE VS. FITTED CROSS-CORRELA;ION FUNCTION

eters dependent on the plasma device include the expected
relative amplitude of the emission fluctuation compared to
the amplitude of the cyclotron peak (the fluctuation fraction
AIO ), the electron temperature Te at the crossing volume,
the correlation length Ie at the crossing volume, the wall
reflectivity R w , the viewing dump efficiency 17, and the integration time T over which the correlation is performed. The
parameters which are determined by the diagnostic device
design include the number of channels of data per sightiine,
the bandwidth 8cu j , of each channel, the center frequency ('),
of each channel, the response time 7' of the microwave crystal
detectors, the angle of intersection of the two sight lines, and
the digitization rate of the signals at the detectors.
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1. TEXT

150

Figure 6 shows a plot of the fractional error in the magnetic field (oB / B = (l(U / (0 ) VS A fO for the set of reference
conditions listed below (see Table I for a description of the
parameters listed on Figs. 6-13 ). Here we assume the amplitude fluctuation AIo (fluctuation fraction) might be due to
density fluctuations for instance. The plot shows the error in
measuring the line center or absolute value of the magnetic
field to be about 1.5 X 10 - 3 of the field. The absolute magnetic field strength is obtained directly from CUo with the
same relative error. The time resolution is determined by the
averaging time T of the correlation integral. Note that the
sawtooth shape of the curves in this plot is due to the statistical nature of the simulation and not to any physical aberration.
In designing our conceptual diagnostic device for
TEXT, we have chosen the following parameter values:
( 1) channels per sightline = 16,
(2)bandwidth of each channelo(i)J2-]T = 100 MHz,
(3) response time of each microwave crystal detector
7' = 1 Ils,

5. The predicted cross-correlation function and the function fitted to
the randomized data plotted vs frequency. The horizontal separation between the marked line centers is the error in the estimated line center.
FIG.

is the true line center, and (Uj is the line center of the fitted
function for the jth set of random data. The standard deviation is divided by the frequency of the true line center CUo to
obtain the fractional error E,u in the estimated line center.
For each set of plasma parameters, the calculation is repeated for many possible values of AIO' the fractional fluctuation
in EeE emission due to fluctuations in density, temperature,
or magnetic field.
CUo

Eo Results
In running this simulation for a particular plasma device, a set of parameters describing the expected conditions
for that device must be established. The important param-
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FIG. 6. Uncertainty in the magnetic field measurement for magnetic fluctuations up to 10
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the ECE amplitude fluctuation used for correlation (due to n. fluctuations, for instance). See
Table I for a description of the parameter abbreviations on this plot.
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TABLE I. Description of parameter list for Figs. 6-13.

LC
NC

The center frequency of the ECE linc center at the sightline crossing point, lVo.
The number of data channels per sightline.
The frequency bandwidth of each channel, o{J);/2rr.
The frequency spacing between channel centers, (channel spacing).
The response time r of the microwave crystal detectors (detector time constant).
The viewing dump efficiency, 71.
The vacuum vessel wall reflectivity, Rw'
The assumed correlation length Ie of the plasma fluctuations.
The digitization frequency of the ADCs.
The correlation time T of the cross correlation integraL
The sightline crossing point on the major radius, R.
The angle of intersection of the two sightlines.
The number of random data sets to be averaged over per set of input parameters.

BW
CSP
DTC
VDE
WR

COL
DIG

COT
RAD
ANG
NUM

(4 )digitization rate of the detector signals = 1 MHz,
and
(5)angle ofiniersection of the sightlines = 45
For operation on TEXT, we have defined our reference
set of parameter values as
(1) EeE third harmonic line center (2 T operation)
(Vo = 146 GHz,
(2) correlation length Ie = 1 em,
(3) correlation integration time T = 100 ps,
(4) wall reflectivity Rw = 90%,
(5) viewing dump efficiency 7J = 99%, and
(6) major radius at crossing point, R = 1.15 m.
Note that the expected temperature at the crossing volume for TEXT will be between 400 and 500 eV.
The most suspect of the reference conditions is the correlation length Ie. We have estimated Ie in TEXT from Ref.
11. Figure 7 shows that increasing the correlation length by
50% to 1.5 cm causes the relative error to increase from
1.5 X 10 - 3 to 2.5 X 10 - 3. This error can be reduced by vary-

ing other parameters over which we have control. For example in the above case, increasing the correlation integration
time by a factor of ten to 1 ms causes the error to drop to
O.5X 10 3 (see Fig. 8).
For longer correlation times, the error in the measurement of IBI becomes small even for very low fluctuation
levels (A fO -1 %). Figure 9 shows the expected error for
T = 10 ms to be less than 0.25 X 10 - 3 •
Starting with the reference conditions, we performed a
sensitivity study on how the error changed with variations in
the parameter set. Some general conclusions are that the
error decreases when we
( 1) increase the number of channels per sightline and
decrease the bandwidth of each channel,
(2) decrease the response time of the detectors,
(3) increase the digitization rate (but it cannot be increased above 1 MHz unless the microwave detector time constant T is decreased and there is true
signal at these higher frequencies),

0.
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we can measure !B I in CIT with a resolution of 1 X 10 - 3 of
the toroidal field or better. This can be achieved by correlating the emission in the crossed-sightlines for T = 10-100 ms.
This long integration allows the ECE correlation line center
(llo to be accurately measured even at the very high electron
temperatures expected in CIT.
We divided our CIT investigation into two parts, first
investigating magnetic fluctuation measurements and then
magnetic field (IBI) profile measurements. Due to the relativistic spreading of the cyclotron peak as the electron temperature increases, we found that fluctuation measurements
at the 1 X 10- 3 level with good time resolution will be con-

(4) increase the correlation integration time,
( 5) decrease the wall reflectivi ty, or
(6) increase the viewing dump efficiency.

The magnitude of the response of the error to changes in
the above parameters varies with each parameter, but the
error is most sensitive to changes in the digitization rate and
correlation integration time.

2. CIT
We have also used our simulation to study the use of this
diagnostic on CIT. We believe our results demonstrate that
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fined to the cooler plasma edge region. Figure 10 shows that
for the expected conditions in CrT and for our base set of
system design parameters we expect to measure parallel fluctuations (if any) in iB I of 1 X 10 - 3 of the toroidal field at
ria = 0.9 and 10 kHz. The parameter set we have defined for
CIT to obtain this plot includes R () = 2.0 m, a = 0.5 tn,
Bo = 10.3 T, Teo = lOkeY, and Tedge = 0.5 keY. These values are not necessarily those given in the latest CIT designs,
but they are sufficiently close to the design values to allow for
a reasonable simulation of the error in the measurement.
At 10 em from the edge, the relativistic spreading of the
EeE peak begins to greatly increase the error in the mea-

100

sured line center. The electron temperature increases by almost 1000 eV when moving from ria = 0.9 to ria = 0.8 (for
our simulation) , and the uncertainty in the IBI measurement
increases by a factor of 3. Fortunately, we can vary certain
parameters in the data analysis to reduce this uncertainty. In
Fig. 11 we have increased the correlation integration time to
10 ms from the 100 f..lS in Fig. 10. This increase in the correlation time now allows us to measure IHI to within about
0.25 X 10 - 3 of the toroidal field but now at 100Hz. Note
that as the naturallinewidth of the EeE peak increases, the
detector channel bandwidths and channel spacing must also
be increased correspondingly.
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At ria = 0.5, we take the electron temperature as 5.5-6
keV. Figure 12 shows that at this location with a correlation
time of lOOms, the magnetic field can be measured with an
uncertainty ofless than 1 X 10 - 3 of the toroidal field. Figure
13 shows the uncertainty of the magnetic field measurement
at the center of the torus, again with a correlation time of 100
ms, to be about 2 X 10 - 3 of the toroidal field. These two

1.0

examples indicate that we can hope to make magnetic field
measurements with an error ofless than 0.2% (and usually
much better) across the CIT plasma. It should also be noted
that our diagnostic design has still not been optimized (with
regards to picking the number of channels, channel center
frequencies, and channel frequency widths) and that optimization may very wen increase the resolution.
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VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE POLOIDAL
MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENT

~ =_1_{41HI4E1 +4B~E;'
4B~

A. Overview

X [B v O-/3)

It was shown in Sec. IV C that the poloidal magnetic

field Be can be inferred from the IBi measurement, see Eq.
(32). The purpose of this numerical simulation is to determine the uncertainty in inferring Be from IH!.

B. Field model
To simulate a Bo measurement, we begin by assuming a
toroidal plasma current profile,

.

}.p (r,8)

= 10 [1
1

+

- (ria)"]
(rlRo )cos B

(47)

,

where lois the normalized (such that the integral gives the
total current) central value of the plasma current, r,a, R 0'
and e are the standard toroidal parameters, and n is a shape
factor for the current profile. Then Bo is calculated by applying Faraday's Law and integrating,

i

r

Bo (I') = -flo

21Tr

(48)

• (r,8)r dr dB.
}q,

0

Next an estimate for the toroidal field due to the forcefree plasma current B1>p is obtained fromje and the toroidal
field B¢ ~Bv + B d , where B" is defined as the standard tokamak vacuum field,

(49)
Bois the central value of the vacuum field, and B d is obtained from the toroidal equilibrium equation, Eq. (30), as
discussed in Sec. IV C. To estimate B1>p it is assumed that the
force free plasma current exactly follows the magnetic field
lines so that
(50)

wherej", is the previously defined toroidal current, andjo is
the poloidal current. Now solving Eq. (50) forje and substituting in the expressions forj.],' B", and Bo, we can write
jo(r,B) =

fl 12 [1 - (ria)"]
0

()

rBo (I - [312)

1r
0

[1 - (ria)"]
I'dI',
1 + (rIRo) cos B
(51)

where all the above quantities have been previously defined.
Usingje in Faraday's Law, B¢p (r, (j = 0) can be written as
B¢p (r,O) =

~ ( (Q (R e Ro + I' Jo

-f

(Ro

r)je (r, 1T)dr

+ r)jeCr,O)dr],

(52)

where it has been assumed that the IB 1 measurements will be
made on the tokamak midplane with B = o. Assuming a profile for beta, [3 = [30 [1 - (ria) m], then IB I is calculated
using Eq. (29).

C. Error analysis
Using standard error propagation methods on Eq. (32),
the fonowing expression for the uncertainty in the poloidal
magnetic field is obtained,
682
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+ B.pp(1-/312)]2

+4B~p~p[B¢p +B"O-.812)]2

+ (3 2E~ (B1>pB" + B ~ )2},

(53)

where En =CTn/iBI is the uncertainty in the IBI measurement, Ev =l7vIB" is the uncertainty in Bv at the sightline
crossing point, tifJp =CTif;pIBq,p is the uncertainty in Bq,p' and
Ell =CTf3I{3 is the uncertainty in {3. For Be 4.B",/34.1, Eq.
(53) can be simplified to

+ t~)l/2.
(54)
Using the predicted uncertainty in IBI and assuming reasonEII=CTeIBe~(IBI/Be)2(~

able values for the uncertainties in B¢p, B v , and /3, the relative uncertainty Eo in Be can be calculated. Note that for
high current or small aspect ratio, Eg. (53) should be used.

D. Results
This simulation calculates the uncertainty in the poloidal magnetic fLeld, inferred from a lEI measurement, as a
function of radius. The required parameters to perform this
analysis are the minor radius a, the major radius R 0' the
central magnetic field B D' the central beta [30' the toroidal
plasma current IT' and the current and beta profile parameters 11 and m, The estimated uncertainties in IHI, B,n B1>p'
and {3 are also required.

1. TEXT
Figure 14 shows a plot of the uncertainty in the inferred
poloidal magnetic field Be versus position along the minor
radius for the reference parameter set below for TEXT. This
plot indicates that the poloidal magnetic field can be measured with an uncertainty ofless than 20% for rla>0.2 and
less than 10% for 1'/a>O.3, but for ria < 0.2 the uncertainty
increases rapidly as the measurement point moves towards
the plasma center. This large uncertainty for ria < 0.2 is due
to the small poloidal field near the plasma center. The reference parameter set for this plot is a = 30 cm, R 0 = 1 m,
Bo=1.0 T, I T =250 kA, [3=2%, n=2, m=2,
cn = 0.1 %, Ev = 0.01 %, c'rp = 0.5%), and Ef1 = 5%.
Starting with this reference parameter set, we performed a sensitivity analysis on each of the parameters. For
example, in Fig. 15, B 0 has been increased to 2 T. This causes
the uncertainty in Be to increase to between 10% and 20%
for rla>O.4.
In the IBI measurement simulation for TEXT, the results given in Sec. VEl emphasize faster time resolution;
however, if the emphasis is put on reducing the uncertainty
in the measurement, then longer correlation times can be
used and the uncertainty significantly reduced. For example,
if we cut cn in half to 0.05% (10 ms integration time) then
the uncertainty in Be is cut in half over the same range. This
is shown in Fig. 16.
Examining Eg. (32) and Eq. (54). it can be seen that Ee
decreases as
( 1) the square of the plasma current,
Electron cyclotron emission
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2. CIT
For CIT this simulation demonstrates that we can hope
to make Bo measurements for r/a>O.2 with an uncertainty
ofless than 15% and for r/a> 0.4 with an uncertainty ofless
than 5%. Figure 17 shows a plot ofthi8 uncertainty for the
CIT reference parameter set given below. The uncertainty in
the Be measurement for CIT is much smaller over much of
the minor radius than for TEXT because the plasma current,

(2) the square of the decrease in the toroidal magnetic
field,
(3) the current profile parameter n increases,
( 4) the uncertainty in the IB i measurement decreases,
and
(5) the uncertainty in the vacuum field decreases.
Note that /3, €{3' and €q,p normally have a negligible ef·
fect on the uncertainty in Bo.
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and therefore B 9, is larger. The reference parameter set for
CIT is a = 0.5 m, Ro = 2.0 m, Bo = 10.3 T, IT = 10 MA,
/30 = 5%,
11 = 2,
m = 2, tB = 0.1%, tv = 0.05%,
t¢p = 5%, tfj = 5%.
In Fig. 18, we have reduced B 0 to 7 T and 1l' to 7 MA to
be more indicative of the initial operating regime expected
for CIT. Under these conditions, we can expect to measure
Be with an uncertainty ofless than 10% for r/a-;,0.2.

VII. DISCUSSION
We believe that the calculations above indicate that the
potential of this diagnostic is excellent. With careful design
and construction, it has a very good chance of measuring
parallel fluctuations in IBI as small as I X 10 3 of the toroidal field at 10 kHz or even smaller fluctuations at lower
frequencies on both TEXT and CIT. Our results also indi-
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cate that the absolute magnetic field strength can be measured with an uncertainty of less than 0.10% on both devices. With!3 measurements from another source, we should
be able to infer the poloidal magnetic field with an uncertainty ofless than 10% for ria greater than about 0.2. The diagnostic also has the potential of measuring electron temperature and density fluctuations.

line diagnostic (X = 3 mm, p = 1 cm), the angular separation of the two receivers must be 25.9 to assure that the
statistical fluctuations in the emission will be uneorrelated.
For angles other than 25.9 0, the coherence level of the fluctuations to be measured compared to the de signal must be
higher than the coherence level of the statistical fluctuations
compared to the dc level. The maximum degree of coherence
ofthe statistical fluctuations for angles greater than 25.9 is
0.14.
In addition to the above, it should also be noted that any
coherence of the thermal emission will actually improve the
crossed-sightline measurement of the magnetic field (although it would prevent its use for measuring temperature or
density fluctuations).
0

0
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APPENDIX: DISCUSSION OF COHERENCE OF THE
STATISTICAL FLUCTUATIONS OF THERMAL
CYCLOTRON EMISSION ON A CROSSE[)~SIGHTLINE
DIAGNOSTIC

It can be shown 12 that the statistical (quantum) fluctuations due to the thermal nature of the electron cyclotron
emission (ECE) viewed by two independent detectors looking on crossed sightlines through a plasma are uncorrelated
when the two detectors (as seen from the emission volume)
are separated by an angle
(Jc = (vnI21T)(A Ip),

(55)

where vn is the nth root of the Bessel function J ( v ), Ais the
center wavelength of the detector bandpass, andp is the radius of the ECE source. It has been assumed that the source
and detector dimensions are small compared to the distances
between them and that the source is a uniform fiat disk.
For dimensions typical of the proposed crossed-sight685
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